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Collaborative document writing & submission:

Updates from Overleaf and Springer Nature

FCC Week 2022

The Future Circular Collider Innovation Study (FCCIS) project has received funding from the 
European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant No 951754.



We’re conducting user interviews today and tomorrow morning!

We’re in the Salle Club room, and you can book a slot with Paulo here:

https://calendly.com/paulo-reis/fcc-week-2022-a-chat-with-overleaf

If you can’t make it today/tomorrow but still want to have a chat with us, book a 
slot using: https://calendly.com/overleaf/user-research

Already using Overleaf?

https://calendly.com/paulo-reis/fcc-week-2022-a-chat-with-overleaf
https://calendly.com/overleaf/user-research


Collaboration networks between researchers in different cities
(built using Scopus data on papers published between 2008 and 2012)

Source: http://olihb.com/2014/08/11/map-
of-scientific-collaboration-redux/

Global scientific collaboration is growing…

http://olihb.com/2014/08/11/map-of-scientific-collaboration-redux/


The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid 
activity captured live by the EGL 
application in August 2017.

Source: CERN CDS Videos
https://videos.cern.ch/record/2640380

https://videos.cern.ch/record/2640380


Source: Knowledge, networks and nations. 

Global scientific collaboration in the 21st century - The Royal Society - 2011

This is reflected in research papers being more collaborative…



• Multiple versions of the 
same document 

• Long email chains 

• Formatting & typesetting 

• Maintaining references

• Long revision cycles 

But collaboration can be 
frustrating…



Overleaf helps with collaboration, and also lowers the barrier to those 
getting started with LaTeX for the first time.



Over 10 million people have signed up to use Overleaf since 2012.

This includes 2.1M new users in 2021 alone!



And during the pandemic, COVID research was written up on Overleaf





What’s new?

Overleaf updates

• Zotero groups (released)

• Layout mode - detach pdf (released)

• New source mode (beta)

• Edit dictionary (beta)

• Halt on first error (alpha)

Springer Nature updates

• New LaTeX template

• LaTeX hub for Springer resources

• Snapp integration of Overleaf

• Pilot of XML first workflow



Zotero – support for group libraries

Zotero can store your references in a single 
collection called My Library and, if you wish, 
its groups facility can be used to organize and share 
additional collections of references with your 
colleagues and team members. 

These features let you create separate libraries 
within one Zotero profile. Zotero refers to the set of 
references in a particular group as a Group 
Library and groups can be made public or private and 
references within a group can be further organised 
into folders.

https://www.zotero.org/support/groups


Also a shoutout to bibtex-tidy

Not directly integrated into Overleaf, but if you 
have a references file created manually by 
combining yours and your co-authors’, you might 
have some duplicate reference.

Bibtex-tidy helps you deduplicate and tidy up 
your references file. 

Online version: 
https://flamingtempura.github.io/bibtex-tidy/

Source: 
https://github.com/FlamingTempura/bibtex-tidy

(note: not affiliated with Overleaf, just pretty 
cool☺ )

https://flamingtempura.github.io/bibtex-tidy/
https://github.com/FlamingTempura/bibtex-tidy


New source editor (using CodeMirror6)

CodeMirror6 brings many improvements over the existing 
source editor, including improved support for tablets and  -
enabling extensions such as Grammarly to work in the 
Overleaf editor.

It also will enable us to add further improvements / extensions 
to the editor going forward.



Layout selection – detach PDF into separate tab (just released!)



Edit dictionary – remove misspelld words ☺



Stop on first error

LaTeX has two typical compile modes – halt on error 
or continue despite errors.

Halt on error ensures that a PDF is only generated 
when the source code is error free; continue despite 
errors attempts to generate a PDF if possible, even 
with errors in the source.

The default behaviour on Overleaf is to try to 
compile despite errors.  This allows authors to get a 
PDF in more cases but can cause errors to build up 
and make them harder to debug. 

We are in the process of adding a “stop on first error” 
mode, to allow uses to apply the stricter setting. This 
is currently released in Alpha (internal testing) and 
will be released in Beta soon.



Springer Nature – New LaTeX template



Springer Nature – LaTeX Hub for author support



Springer Nature – integration of Overleaf into submission flow

Springer are testing a new integration 
of Overleaf into their submission 
workflow, which uses the Overleaf 
compile servers to generate the PDF.

Currently in testing ahead of a pilot roll 
out.

PDF generated via Overleaf

Errors and warnings are 
displayed (if any)

SCREENSHOT FROM TESTING



Springer Nature – XML-first workflow pilot



Springer Nature – XML-first workflow pilot



What’s in progress

We’re working with Springer on some documentations / 
guides for how to work on chapter-based projects in 
Overleaf. 

There are advantages – for example, each group of authors 
can work on their chapter independently /separately from 
the others – but also then some challenges with coordinating 
the final submission.



Find out more!

https://www.overleaf.com/events/webinars
https://www.overleaf.com/blog

https://www.overleaf.com/events/webinars
https://www.overleaf.com/blog


And don’t forget to give us your thoughts!

We’re conducting user interviews today and tomorrow morning!

We’re in the Salle Club room, and you can book a slot with Paulo here:

https://calendly.com/paulo-reis/fcc-week-2022-a-chat-with-overleaf

If you can’t make it today/tomorrow but still want to have a chat with us, book a 
slot using: https://calendly.com/overleaf/user-research

https://calendly.com/paulo-reis/fcc-week-2022-a-chat-with-overleaf
https://calendly.com/overleaf/user-research


Thanks for 
listening!

Dr. John Hammersley
Co-founder and CEO, Overleaf

Contact email: john@overleaf.com

www.overleaf.com

mailto:john@overleaf.com
http://www.overleaf.com/

